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Executive Summary 

Coalition of Positive Messengers to Counter Online Hate Speech Project 

(JUST/2015/PRAC/AG/BEST/8931) tackles the issue of online hate speech 

targeted against migrants, refugees and asylum seekers in seven EU countries. It 

addresses the need for more effective civil society response to online hate speech 

through sharing and disseminating best practices and active engagement of local 

communities in creating and sharing powerful counter-narratives against 

xenophobic discourse. 

The media content analysis on online media covers two periods – one in 2016 

and one in 2017, and focuses on three media outlets – IlGiornale.it, Repubblica.it 

and Avvenire based on their online popularity on Facebook and Twitter and 

trough the public opinion as well as because they in turn represent the right 

wing parties, the left wing parties and the catholic area (particularly important in 

Italy). The analysis combines two different methods: traditional media 

monitoring and automated data search algorithm, to research the levels of hate 

speech, the representation of migrants and refugees, the dynamic and shifting 

arguments.  

The Italian media and social media often show tolerance towards online hate 

speech. In particular, some national press, thought generally neutral, frequently 

contribute to increasing the gap between perception and reality with 

determinate comments about certain events: this greatly influences the way of 

expression of hate online. For sure more work needs to be done by Italian media 

to ensure transparency in the description of some current events and also in the 

representation of migrant voices. For now, on Thursday 14th September 2017 - 

for the third edition of the event "Francis's Courtyard" in Assisi - a protocol of 

agreement has publicly been signed among the FNSI (National Federation of 

Italian Press) and MIUR (Italian Minister of Education, University and Research), 

at the presence of the Minister Valeria Fedeli to promote a culture of non hostile 

communication. 
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1. Methodology

1.1 Research problem and aim of the research 

The research problem is defined by the main project objectives, namely to 

research, analyze, classify and compare levels and trends in online hate speech 

against migrants in the media and particularly in the social media in the project 

countries. The research covers the period 2016-2017. The research uses diverse 

relevant public resources already produced in the participating countries: such 

as media monitoring reports, media content analysis surveys, etc., as well as 

specially developed tools: automated data search algorithm, the application of 

which is matched with own media monitoring.  

1.2 Justification of the research 

A number of studies on online media hate speech have been done in individual 

countries and across the EU. The increase of social media online hate speech 

instances against migrant and refugees in the last two/three years does not 

necessarily go hand in hand with increase in self-regulation, legislative and law 

enforcement efforts. The media content analysis is complementary to the 1.1 

deliverable: Mapping out the national context with assessment of the prevention 

and responses to hate speech incidents in each country. It aims to deepen 

understanding of the links between occurrences like planned political events 

such as elections, terrorist attacks at home and abroad, waves of refugees and 

certain local reactions and the levels of online hate speech. It also tries to study a 

sample of different popular media outlets and the environment they create for 

eventual online hate speech. This study and data collection has significant policy 

relevance for national and EU decision-makers regarding the implementation of 

anti-discrimination legislation and countering online hate speech initiatives. 

National research findings will be followed by recommendations in the 

comparative report targeted at the relevant stakeholders.  
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1.3 Definitions used 

The research does not aim to engage in theoretical debates on the definition of 

the term “hate speech” or debates on the tension between freedom of expression 

and hate speech. For the purposes of this study, and given the lack of a common 

international definition of hate speech, the project partners have agreed to use 

the definition proposed by the Council of Europe: “The term ‘hate speech’ shall 

be understood as covering all forms of expression which spread, incite, promote 

or justify racial hatred, xenophobia, anti-Semitism or other forms of hatred 

based on intolerance, including: intolerance expressed by aggressive nationalism 

and ethnocentrism, discrimination and hostility against minorities, migrants and 

people of immigrant origin.“1 The research will also take into account article 2.1 

of the Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime2, which states that 

"racist and xenophobic material" means any written material, any image or any 

other representation of ideas or theories, which advocates, promotes or incites 

hatred, discrimination or violence, against any individual or group of individuals, 

based on race, color, descent or national or ethnic origin, as well as religion if 

used as a pretext for any of these factors”. Partners will also use as guidelines the 

definition of cyber hate and the forms and mechanisms used by those who 

spread or promote hate online proposed by the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) 

“ADL defines Cyber hate as any use of electronic communications technology to 

spread anti-Semitic, racist, bigoted, extremist or terrorist messages or 

information. These electronic communications technologies include the Internet 

(i.e., Web-sites, social networking sites, “Web 2.0” user-generated content, dating 

sites, blogs, on-line games, instant messages, and E-mail) as well as other 

1 Appendix to RECOMMENDATION No. R (97) 20 of the Committee of Ministers on “Hate Speech." Adopted by 
the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on 30 October 1997 at the 607th meeting of the 
Ministers' Deputies
2 Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime, concerning the criminalization of acts of a racist and 
xenophobic nature committed through computer systems (Strasbourg, 28.I.2003). 
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computer- and cell phone-based information technologies (such as text messages 

and mobile phones).”3 

1.4 Research methods 

• Automated data search algorithm for monitoring social media content

of media outlets

• Media content monitoring

Three methodological steps have characterized the analysis: 

Data Extraction through web scraping and harvesting techniques. These 

techniques have been used for two type of extractions:  

a) 2017, for Twitter (research on: selected keywords and national media)

and for Facebook for national media; 

b) 2016, both Twitter and Facebook for national media.

The data were collected  for 2017 from May, 28 to June, 3 for the first extraction 

and for 2016 from May, 23 to July, 23 for the second extraction. 

3 From Responding to Cyberhate, Toolkit for Action (ADL), http://www.adl.org/internet/Binder_final.pdf 
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Fig. 1:  Structure of Data Extraction 

The methodologies of Text Mining and social network methods have been used 

for data analysis. These methodologies have been applied to data obtained 

through webscraping. The obtained data are textual data and therefore 

unstructured data; that is, not encoded information. For example we can define 

such as encoded data (and therefore structured data) the numerical information. 

Text mining method is helpful in order to transform textual data (unstructured 

data) in a structured data by a process of structuring or encoding. Encoding 

process is necessary for extract useful information to know and study the 

phenomenon (Fig.2).  
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Fig. 2: Structure of Text Analysis: Big data for Text 

In order to understand the online hate speech (OHS) phenomenon, it has been 

decided to highlighted on distribution of the most frequent terms. Its graphic 

visualization are several. One type of graphic representation is a bar graph. The 

height of bars, indicates  the value of occurrence: how many times a term is 

present. More a term occurs and more it is frequent.  Other graphic 

representation based on the most important words is a wordcloud. The terms 

can be assume different colour and size. More big is the size of character and 

higher is the frequency of correspondent term. The words with same value of 

occurrence have same colour and same size. 

According to logic of frequency have been investigated, also, the most frequent 

bigrams and trigrams. If we are talking about the bigram is referring to sequence 

of two adjacent elements (textual element: two forms). A bigram is an n-gram for 

n=2. While a trigram is an n-gram for n=3 (that is three adjacent elements).I t has 

been proposed the list or the graph bar of the most frequent bigrams and 

trigrams.  It has been considered a clustering analysis about the words. Cluster 

analysis or simply clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way 

that objects in the same group (called cluster) are more similar (homogeneity 

principle within groups) respect to the objects in the other groups 

(heterogeneity principle between groups).The outupt that derives, it is a 

hierarchical method result. We have a series of nested partitions of n units 
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graphically represented by a "dendrogram" or "tree diagram". The Y axis 

represents the distance level (Euclidean distance) and the X axis are represents 

the units (the terms). Each branch is a cluster. The connection line of two or 

more branchs is the distance level about the fusion of the clusters. Cluster 

analysis has not a only specific algorithm but its aim can be achieved through 

various algorithms. In this case we used Ward method. The principle is that unify 

groups that present little distance among their. The fusion is based on minimal 

increment of deviation within groups. The clustering analysis of Italian keywords 

shows four clusters.  
 

Furthermore, it has been applied to textual data the Social Network Analysis 

(SNA). It is a technique of analysis that through matrix algebra and graphs theory 

highlights relationships (ties) between the statistical entities of a phenomenon. 

In first case we studied the relation between words and in the second case we 

have studied the ties among users. The actors or nodes, that is, the statistics 

entities are placed on a geometric space and connected to each other through the 

links. Depending on the position occupied in the geometric space and its degree 

of interconnection with the entire reticular structure and with other nodes, the 

statistical entity assumes a role, not only defined by the graphical intelligibility of 

the graph, but by the calculation of some measures of centrality, such as: degree, 

closeness centrality, between centrality, page rank, etc. 

 

 

ANALYSIS TOOL 

 

The analysis tool used for each step of methodology (Webscraping activity and 

Text Mining and Social Network Analysis) is always R with several packages to it 

connected.   
 

R is a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics. It is a 

GNU project and the language syntax is similar with language C.  Designed in the 

1980s by Bell Laboratories (formerly AT&T, now Lucent Technologies) finds like 
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main developer John M. Chambers, who has received awarded in 1998 ACM 

Software Systems Award for S language. 
 

The command lines allows to write functions that take expressions as input, 

something that is often useful for statistical modelling and graphics. It is highly 

extensible, because provides a wide variety of statistics (linear and nonlinear 

modelling, classical statistical tests, time-series analysis, classification, 

clustering, etc…).  R is available as Free Software under the terms of the Free 

Software Foundation’s GNU General Public License in source code form. The user 

retains full control on graphics, estimates and on mathematical symbols and 

formulae. R is an integrated suite of software facilities for data manipulation, 

calculation and graphical display. It includes data handling and storage facility, 

operators for calculations on arrays (matrices), integrated collection of 

intermediate tools for data analysis, graphical facilities for data analysis and 

display and a well-developed  programming language which includes input and 

output facilities.  
 

In conclusion, the whole process could be summarized up in the following steps: 

1/ monitoring the three selected online media, including their social media 

(Facebook and Twitter) during a 2-month period around the selected event in 

2016 ; 2/ monitoring the three selected online media, including their social 

media (Facebook and Twitter) during the period monitored with automated data 

search algorithm. 
 

The media content analysis has two components: 1/ Qualitative, based on 

frequency of the selected words in the media content (in titles, in materials), and 

in the reader generated content (comments, social media posts). 2/ Quantitative 

based on the type of coverage the news or story containing the selected words 

receives: positive, negative or neutral. One effective approach is to use two sets 

of criteria in determining whether an item is positive or negative: context and 

content. Context refers to the way in which the story is framed. Content refers to 
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the overt facts and tone of the story. More commonly the framing and content 

coincide. 
 

The combination of automated data search algorithm and the traditional media 

content analysis will both verify and validate findings and deepen understanding 

of media online hate speech.  

 

 

2. National context  
 

During 2016, the number of people in Italy connected to the Internet grew by 4% 

compared to the previous year (39.21 million people), and by 11% that of using 

social media (17% if we observe the people accessing social platforms from 

mobile devices - a total of 28 million, which corresponds to a penetration of 

47%)4. Italians connect more and often using their smart-phones (51% of Italian 

users online, uses messages applications from their own devices),  as is also the 

volume of Internet traffic generated by various devices: if the percentage of 

people who surfs from a computer has fallen by 14%, it rises to who connect 

from any other device (+ 44% from your phone, + 8% from a tablet, + 24% from 

other devices - such as consoles or smart TVs).  
 

Blogging is very popular in Italy, though television remains the leading medium 

for obtaining news. Most policymakers, popular journalists and figures in the 

entertainment industry have their own blogs, as do many ordinary citizens. In 

Italy, in 2016, it has been estimated that there were more than 500’000 blogs, 

which is a very high percentage compared with the amount of the population5. 

Social-networking sites, especially Facebook and Twitter, have emerged as 

crucial tools for self-expression, organizing protests and other mass gatherings, 

4 2017 Digital YearBook – Wearesocial – Hootsuite https://wearesocial.com/it/blog/2017/01/digital-in-
2017-in-italia-e-nel-mondo 
5http://www.imageware.it/Chi_Siamo/Notizie_DallAgenzia/Osservatorio_Sui_Blog_Italiani_A_Cura_Di_Imag
eware.kl  
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such as concerts, parties, or political rallies: it is now “mandatory” for all political 

parties to communicate via Facebook, Twitter, and other social media. 
 

Furthermore, according to the World Press Freedom Index6, published annually 

by the Reporters Without Borders, Italy improves its ranking position in 2017 

(25 of 180), compared to 2016, when it was ranked 77 out of 180 countries. The 

degree of freedom available to journalists in the 180 countries is determined by 

pooling the responses of experts to a questionnaire devised by RSF. This 

qualitative analysis is combined with quantitative data on abuses and acts of 

violence against journalists during the period evaluated. The criteria evaluated 

in the questionnaire are pluralism, media independence, media environment and 

self-censorship, legislative framework, transparency, and the quality of the 

infrastructure that supports the production of news and information.  
 

In 2016, more than 30 journalists were currently receiving police protection in 

Italy. Instead, in 2017, there are six Italian journalists still under round-the-clock 

police protection because of death threats, mostly from the mafia or 

fundamentalist groups. The level of violence against reporters (including verbal 

and physical intimidation and threats) is still alarming, especially as politicians 

such as Beppe Grillo of the Five Star Movement do not hesitate to publicly out the 

journalists they dislike. Journalists also feel pressured by politicians, and 

increasingly opt to censor themselves. Under a new law, defaming politicians, 

judges, or civil servants is punishable by sentences of six to nine years in prison. 

Many journalists, especially in the capital and the south of the country, say they 

are still subjected to pressure from mafia groups and local criminal gangs. 
 

An event of significant importance in this field has occurred during last summer 

2017, when a journalist has been suspended for two months from the Journalists 

Order of Lombardy Region, due to his article published one year before by 

“Libero” and entitled: 'I hate Islam', with the intention to provoke on the fact that 

“Islamism is the only religion that cannot be criticized or attacked”. 

6 https://rsf.org/en/ranking_table  
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The broadcasting regulatory body AGCOM (Authority for the Guarantees in the 

Communications) is subject to pressure from the government, politicians and 

large corporate interests. According to the statistics of the UNAR, warnings of 

hate incitement discourses in the media (including Internet) represent the 

34.2% of the whole reports received by the UNAR in 2013, in comparison to the 

19.6% in the 2012. Because of the high number of offensive messages against 

certain groups (migrants, refugees, etc.) transmitted by radio and television, in 

January 2014 the President of the AGCOM  has sent a formal recall to all the 

public and private broadcasting providers in order to attract their attention on 

the risk that such messages are transmitted by the media. Furthermore, the ECRI 

Report on Italy concludes that the authorities are not able  yet to collect data on 

all the online episodes or crimes in a systematic and coherent way7. 
 

For what concern the legislative context, Italy was the first European country to 

adopt the “Declaration of Internet Rights” 8 in July 2015.  The declaration 

includes provisions that promote net neutrality and establish Internet access as a 

fundamental right. While generally seen as a positive development, the text has 

also raised some criticism for falling short on certain issues such as anonymity, 

encryption and data retention. 
 

Since “the refugee issue” took a central position on the media agenda in Italy in 

the last years, the media have often helped to create a negative representation of 

the refugee as ‘enemies’. The speculative and almost always incompetent talk 

about “refugees”, the exploitation of human stereotypes and biases, the 

conflation of refugees and terrorists, and the lack of a clear distinction between 

the terms “refugee” and “immigrant” have gradually put the figure of the refugee 

as an enemy in the Italian society. More and more hate speech is being heard in 

Italy, most often directed against Muslim people due to the refugee crisis and the 

terrorist attacks.  

 

 
7  http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/ecri/Country-by-country/Italy/ITA-CbC-V-2016-019-ITA.pdf 
8 “Declaration of Internet Rights,” http://bit.ly/2d0Sr6T  
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3. Choice of key words 

 

According to the methodology set up for the Media Content Analysis, it has been 

necessary to select ten key words, in order to support automated social media 

data search algorithm. The ten key words have been identified mainly by directly 

asking experts and members of the Positive Messengers project Italian Advisory 

Board, who proposed those words according to their daily professional 

experience and studies and researches on the topic. The Advisory Board consists 

of five experts with diverse expertise in the area of online and offline 

communication, education and training, human rights and multiculturalism: Mrs 

Gabriella Klein, former sociolinguistic professor at the University of Perugia, 

communication expert , RADAR project coordinator; Cecilia Strada President of  

Emergency until July 2017, Giovanni Ziccardi Professor of Legislative Informatics 

at the State University of Milan; he teaches Informatic crimes in the Master of 

New technologies rights at the University of Bologna, he is author of several 

book, within which “Online Hate Speech”. Maria Gabriella Grassia, professor at 

the University of Naples  “Federico II”, specialised in Social Statistics. 

Below the list of the words selected:  

1. People wearing flip-flops (Ciabattanti) 

2. Pocket money 

3. ‘Italians first’ 

4. ‘They’re taking our jobs’ 

5. Maghreb people 

6. Fake refugees 

7. Migrants 

8. Clandestine 

9. Islamists 

10.  Barges 
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The identified keywords, referred to  immigrants and refugees can be grouped 

according to the following characteristics: words which contain neutral nouns 

(such as “migrants”, “islamists”), words containing derogatory or pejorative 

nouns (such as “people wearing flip-flops”, “clandestine”, “they’re robbing our 

jobs”), adjectives related to the OHS targets (such as “fake refugees”, “Maghreb 

people”), and frequently used hate speech expressions. The project team opted 

to select both a representative sample of words already identified as frequent 

regarding refugees and migrants as online hate speech targets, as well as certain 

diversity since the automated algorithm not only analyses words frequency but 

also the relation of selected words to other words. Therefore not only words 

with negative connotations were chosen (i.e. “Italians first”, “Barges”).    
 

At the end of this process of analysis and selection, the Italian Advisory Board of 

the project has verified and definitely authorized the list above reported.  

 

 

4. Choice of media outlets 

 

In order to make the media content analysis in Italy comparable with those 

developed in the other partners’ countries, it has been followed the same 

approach in the choice of the media outlets.  

 

Therefore three online media outlets, particularly active in Twitter and Facebook 

accounts had been selected for the automated social media data search. The 

rationale behind the choice has been guided by the market share of online news 

consumption and the different editorial political position to refugees and 

migrants (left wing; catholic area; right wing). La Repubblica is above all, the 

most followed online media in Italy9. The idea to include a media from the 

catholic area is related to the importance that Italians, both laypersons and 

9 http://www.primaonline.it/2017/02/15/253385/classifica-e-trend-dei-siti-di-informazione-piu-seguiti-
in-italia-per-total-digital-audience-a-dicembre-infografica  
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believers, still attribute to the opinion of the Catholic Church and the influence 

that the Pope exercises globally in social and political-cultural choices.  

 
The other criterion used to select the media was the number of publications 

containing the words “migrant”/”refugee”. The objective was to subject to 

automated search social media channels of media that are interested in the 

refugee theme instead of ignoring it.  

 

According to what explained above the Italian research team provided the 

following three  online media:  

 
- Il Giornale: 

Web: www.ilgiornale.it 

Facebook: Il Giornale- https://www.facebook.com/ilGiornale/ 

Twitter: Il Giornale - - https://twitter.com/ilgiornale/ 

Il Giornale, born as right-wing newspaper, is an Italian national newspaper 

founded in Milan in 1974 by Indro Montanelli, who directed it continuously until 

1994. Since 1979 is owned by the Berlusconi family. It is the tenth Italian 

newspaper by circulation (the eight excluding sports dailies). 

 
- Repubblica: 

Web: www.repubblica.it 

Facebook: la repubblica - https://www.facebook.com/Repubblica/ 

Twitter: la repubblica - https://twitter.com/repubblica?lang=it  

La Repubblica, is an Italian daily general-interest newspaper. It was founded in 

1976 in Rome by Gruppo Editoriale L’Espresso led by Eugenio Scalfari and Carlo 

Caracciolo and Arnoldo Mondadori Editore. Born as a radical leftist newspaper, it 

has since moderated a milder centre-left political stance and then lately assumed 

a liberal position. It is the second newspaper in Italy for overall circulation. 
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- Avvenire: 

Web: www.avvenire.it 

Facebook: avvenire - https://www.facebook.com/avvenire.it/ 

Twitter: avvenire - https://twitter.com/Avvenire_nei   

Avvenire, is an Italian daily newspaper that was founded in Milan in 1968 and is 

affiliated with the Roman Catholic Church. Among the Italian newspapers, it is in 

at seventh place by circulation. The newspaper act respecting the doctrine of the 

Catholic Church, but independently from the hierarchy: in fact, it can assume a 

position “in order to defend and support the basic values of human, moral, 

strong and deep motivation”. It calls itself “Catholic-inspired newspaper” in the 

sense that it is a newspaper made by Catholics, but it also wants to be attractive 

for those who are not believers. 

 

 

5. Research findings 
 

The automated search and analysis on which the Media Content Analysis is 

based, is  aimed at exploring possible correlations between online hate speech 

dynamics and specific refugee/migrant related instances in Italy. Therefore the 

research methodology requires the Italian research team to identify and select 

one significant event that took place in 2016 related to immigrants and refugees.  

Indeed the project team in Italy, based on personal perceptions of social media 

and networks’ moods affecting migrants and refugees, has selected a crucial 

catastrophic event, not directly linked to refugees and migrants, which was the 

earthquake that affected part of central Italy. The number of victims was 

particularly high because the affected areas, which in winter are inhabited by a 

small number of residents, were at that time at the height of tourist season, and 

housed a much larger number of people. In fact, the earthquake caused 299 

deaths, 388 injured and 4,500 homeless (in the area around Accumoli – Rieti). 

Concern and sorrow for the earthquake victims have generated many comments, 
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not always addressing directly the victims, but often indirectly those people 

considered - until that event - the beneficiaries of special attentions and support,  

like refugees and asylum seekers in the emergency phase of the major flows. In 

this case, of course, the on line discourse and comments were full of hate and 

personal attacks. So the Italian team decided to analyse the online contents 

related to the earthquake in central Italy as crucial event catalyzing several 

comments from Facebook public and private profiles, mainly underlining the 

need to immediately shift the attention and the efforts (in both economic and 

practical terms) from the refugees towards the earthquake victims.  
 

For example, it has been reported a case of an Italian priest that has commented 

on the earthquake with an Hate Speech: he clearly went beyond the Christian 

message of brotherhood and equality.  Don Cesare Donati, priest of Boissano, 

wrote a post on his personal Facebook profile after a few hours from the 

earthquake. He wrote: “Now it’s the moment (after the earthquake), to give to 

the Italian victims of the earthquake facilities and structures and send migrants 

in the tents. We will see how it goes”10. 
 

In order to verify the expected correlations of online hate speech increasing 

around a relevant event and peaks immediately after the event (when it is 

unexpected), or immediately before the event (when is a planned event like, for 

example, political elections), both the automated data search and the media 

content monitoring of the selected three media and their social media are 

conducted for a two-month period around the selected event in 2016: from 24 

July, 2016 to 24 September, 2016.  
 

To observe weather online hate speech is declining or increasing by comparing 

monitoring periods in two consecutive years, for  2017 has been chosen the 

period from 28 May to 03 June, 2017. Again the three media were monitored, 

through automated data search and media content relevance.   

10 http://www.ilgiornale.it/news/cronache/terremoto-parrocco-boissano-sfollati-nelle-strutture-e-
1299334.html  
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Furthermore the research aims at deepening media environment tolerance to 

online hate speech and probing for behavioral differences between the social 

media platforms – Facebook and Twitter, as well as readers comments, wherever 

allowed, for users that want to engage in conversation, share ideas and interact 

with one another.  

 
Scope of the analysis 
 

In the table below the number of posts, comments and tweets monitored 

through the content analysis are detailed :  

 
 

 Il Giornale La Repubblica L’Avvenire 

24
 ju

ly
 –

 2
4 

Se
pt

em
be

r, 
20

16
 

Facebook 
7811 posts 
 

468586 

comments 

Twitter 

817 tweets 
Facebook 
7811 posts  

 

866073 
comments 

Twitter 

19781 
Facebook 
987 posts 
 

10039 

comments 

Twitter 

1136 

tweets 

28
 M

ay
 –

 0
3 

Ju
ne

, 2
01

7 

 

Facebook  
9878 

(posts+ 

comments) 

 

Twitter 
101 tweets 

 

Facebook 

5716 

(posts+ 

comments) 

 

Twitter 

1606 

 

Facebook 78 

(posts + 

comments) 

 

Twitter 
254 

 

 

 

 

Although for L’Avvenire less data are reported, due to its reduced number of 

followers and readers, it has been important, for the specificities of the Italian 

context (as explained in the previous chapter), to have the possibility to compare 

these three different online media.  
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Key words and the image of refugees and migrants 

 

The selected words are present in a negligible portion of all comments and posts 

during the observed period (24 July – 24 September 2016). By analyzing the 

three media, the average percentage of Facebook comments and posts 

containing the key words (migrants, refugees, Muslims, etc.) out of the total 

number of comments and posts is 1,1%. It varies from 2% in Il Giornale (9878 

out of 476,397posts) to 0,6% in La Repubblica (5716 out of 873,884 posts).  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Worldcloud of key words 

 

The content analysis allows also the research team to define the above 

worldcloud, grouping the selected key words and the words most frequently 

associate with. It results for Twitter that the most often used collocation is 

“Italian people” and “first”, followed by “migrants”. Moreover, by defining the 

wordcloud it is possible to evidence interesting lines of semantic units: housing – 

a very closely related subject in Italy (“home”, “houses”, “public” (housing)) as 

house property is considered one of the most important social status factor; 
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political – (“fini”, “gianfranco”, “matteo”, “salvini” (names and surnames of Italian 

political of the right-wing parties).  

For what concern of the words “Gianfranco” and “fini”, we can say both are 

referred to the law “Bossi-Fini”. On July 11, 2002, the Italian government passed 

by decree Law No. 177, the "Bossi Fini" law, introducing criminal sanctions for 

persons caught illegally entering the country or who return after being expelled. 

Under this law, an immigrant who is stopped without a residence permit will be 

accompanied to the border and expelled immediately. Immigrants are also 

subject to arrest and detention of six to twelve months, to be followed by 

immediate deportation, if caught attempting to re-enter Italy before the expiry of 

a re-entry ban. A second offence is punishable by up to four years imprisonment. 

The permit for residence of immigrants has been strictly linked to a work 

contract. Also under this law, the time limit for seclusion in detention centres 

whilst waiting for extradition has been extended from thirty days to sixty days 

and asylum seekers will be placed in detention while awaiting asylum review, in 

contravention of Article 5 of the European Convention on Human Rights which 

states, "Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person." 

For what concern of the words “matteo” and “salvini”, we can say both are 

referred to Matteo Salvini. He is an Italian politician and member of the 

European Parliament who has been the leader of the Lega Nord political party 

since December 2013 and of Us with Salvini since December 2014. 

These information are also confirmed by the analysis of the dendrogramm, as it 

follows: 
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Fig. 4: Cluster of the dendrogramm 

 

A deeper systematic examination of the connections and relationships between 

“Italian people” demonstrates the associations with “Italy” and also with “lega”, 

the name of one of the right-wing party that mostly invites to nationalism 

nowadays in Italy:  
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Fig. 5: Network of key words 1 

 

One more interesting semantic cluster is the one below, formed around the word 

“migrants”. 

 

In this cluster, this word is related to a specific event occurred on 27th May, 2017 

in Milan: a demonstration called “No Invasion in Milan” took place down the 

main street of the city.  There were about one hundred persons to say "no to fake 

refugees" and "no to clandestine".  

 

For this reason, the words in the network below are “migrants”, 

“demonstration”, “protesters”, “invasion”, “Milan” and few others less 

remarkable.  
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Fig. 6: Network of key word 2 

 

The third semantic cluster is based on another  news report.  

 

On 30th May, 2017 a law reform about public housing was approved in Liguria, 

one region of Italy. The reform establishes that citizens must demonstrate to 

regularly be residents in Italy for 10 years and for at least 5 in the region Liguria 

to be able to access the contest of assignment of a popular house.  

 

The leader of the “Lega Nord” - an Italian right-wing party - Matteo Salvini 

commented on this reform: "Well done. Who arrived ‘yesterday’ must go the way 

down at the end of row. The real Italians first11. 

 
11 http://www.ilsecoloxix.it/p/genova/2017/05/30/AS7VT0eH-popolari_liguria_italiani.shtml  
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The words in the cluster are: “home”, “popular”, “be”, “at least”, “years”, “region”, 

“Liguria”.  

Fig.7: Network of key word 3 

 

For what concern of the collected data on the associations between two and/or 

three terms, the results show that, for the word “migrants”, the greatest 

probability is to find it associate to “protesters” and “illegal”. It is possible to see 

it in the figure below: 

 

Word 1         Word 2            Likelihood Ratio 

 

Fig. 8: Associations likelihood Ratio    
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Furthermore, it is interesting that the devices used the most to write some of the 

keywords are predominantly smart-phones (smart-phones with Android and 

with IOs): for example, social media users wrote “Italian people first” primarily 

through Twitter for Android (299) and Twitter for Iphone (144). This seems to 

be coherent with the data analysis of the National context at chapter 2, which 

reports the high number of smart-phones in Italy, compared with other EU 

countries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9: Twitter – Devices for Keyword 
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Refugee related occurrences and online hate speech 

According to the media content analysis aims, it is also possible to find out 

interesting correlations between refugees/migrants related events and online 

hate speech increasing trends.  Below the graph showing the Facebook activity of 

Il Giornale in the period starting from one month before until one after the 

earthquake. 

 

Fig. 10: 24-07-2016 to 24-09-2016, Il Giornale, Facebook activity 
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Fig 11: July – September 2016, Il Giornale, Facebook activity with selected words 

  

The graphs above indicate a significant correlation between the events related to 

refugees/migrants and  the increasing of facebook activity: some of the facebook 

activity peaks coincide with migration related occurrences and the respective 

usage of the key words online.  

By analyzing the other two media, it is possible to find some confirmations, in the 

case of Repubblica mainly related to the earthquake:  
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Fig. 12: 24-07-2016 to 24-09-2016, La Repubblica, Facebook activity 

 

Fig. 13: July - September 2016, La Repubblica, Facebook activity with selected words 
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Fig. 14: July – September 2016, L’Avvenire, Facebook activity 

 

Fig. 15: July - September 2016, Avvenire, Facebook activity with selected words 
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As it is possible to observe in the above figures, the murder of the French priest 

from two exponents of the ISIS, occurred on 26th July, 2016, is an event with the 

potential of causing a significant increase in the frequency of the selected 

migrant- and refugee-related words during the monitored period in 2016. 

It seems quite clear and data mined confirmed, that there are certain events with 

the potential to influence the expression of hate and to set the ground for hate 

comments in the monitored media. Specifically, when an event as a terrorist 

attack occurs, the users of the social media react with hate speeches toward 

foreigners and migrants, baiting a process of generalized discrimination. 

In the case of the earthquake, the hate expressed towards refugees and migrants 

seems to be a reaction to the fear of loose protection and safety, instead of 

voluntarily attack them. 

The research analysis could not arrive to a conclusion if online hate speech is 

increasing or decreasing from 2016 to 2017. The sample of analyzed information 

units was not sufficient for that. 
 

Behavioral differences between the social media platforms 

Twitter is less popular in Italy, compared to Youtube and Facebook12 

The Italians that access Facebook every month are 27 millions (2016 data) and 

they were 25 millions in 2015 . In 2017  

 

12 https://wearesocial.com/it/blog/2017/01/digital-in-2017-in-italia-e-nel-mondo  
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Fig. 16: Users of social media in Italy in 2017  

 

The figure above shows also the Italians higher attitude towards messaging 

applications (Whatsapp and Facebook messengers), instead of Twitter 

connectivity, which mainly addresses specific contents. So it seems that in Italy 

there is a predominance of visual and imaging online applications.  

  
Facebook, being among the most popular social media in Italy, also seems to 

represent a protected environment in which hate speeches against refugees and 

migrants can be accordingly addressed. 23 million Italian daily access Facebook 

through their mobile phones or their tablets13. And of course this is why media 

outlets develop their Facebook profiles. 

 

 

 
13 http://vincos.it/2017/05/29/facebook-in-italia-supera-i-30-milioni-di-utenti/  
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Facebook has a ‘no-hate-speech’ self regulation policy, introduced over a year 

ago: it allows users to report hateful content and ask facebook administrators to 

remove it.  Anyway, it is interesting to note that the majority of the Italian 

citizens seems to consider obvious that the liberty of expression – especially 

online - must have limits and it must be subject to "control" from the law. The 

results of a survey conducted by Quorum show that three Italian on four agree in 

having more control on the Internet14 . 

Furthermore, according to the studies conducted by the Italian Government  with 

the purpose to draw up the “Jo Cox” final report15, it is remarkable that, towards 

the migrants, Italian are mistrustful (60,1%), openly hostile (6,9%) or indifferent 

(15,8%); for the greatest part of the interviewed ones, an immigrant's 

integration in Italian society is difficult (80,8%).  

These data clearly show that Italian people are often confused - and sometimes 

in a position of true ignorance - towards migrants and refugees and their 

different stories and past. This situation could lead to an increase of the 

phenomenon of online hate speech in the next future. Measures are needed to 

eradicate online hate speech at its base and, in particular, it is necessary to 

dissociate media with it, in order to make them completely neutral and more 

actively engaged to counter it. 

14 http://mariotedeschini.blog.kataweb.it/giornalismodaltri/2017/05/22/sondaggio-su-liberta-di-
espressione-per-tre-italiani-su-quattro-e-ragionevole-che-linformazione-sia-controllata-a-tutela-degli-
utenti/  
15

http://www.camera.it/application/xmanager/projects/leg17/attachments/uploadfile_commissione_intolle
ranza/files/000/000/002/INFOGRAFICA.pdf  
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6. Conclusions

• Cyber hate around dominating events is confirmed by the data monitored

and analysed. It is clearly demonstrated that certain events, attacking the

individual safety, inducing fear and uncontrolled reactions, which have

the potential to emphasize and reinforce online hate speech. As usually

these trigger events are related to attacks, terrorist acts (or similar) and

policy developments directly affecting the refugee and migrant situation,

the Italian research team wanted to show that sometimes even when a

tragic event occurs (like the earthquake in central Italy), this could

differently affect the online image and discourse about migrants and

refugees. This happened for sure when the earthquake occurred in

Central Italy, which led of course to a general sorrow and solidarity, but

also to inexplicable hate attacks, mainly indirect, towards migrants and

refugees, as if the Italian victims of the earthquake were competing in

receiving humanitarian support. Even a priest underlined the importance

to switch economic resources and humanitarian interventions from the

refugees to the victims of the earthquake.

• Italians social status is basically determined by house property. In 2017

around the 80% of Italians live in property house. This means that

Italians are more sensitive towards any kind of phenomena and/or

negative situation that could endanger their properties, directly (i.e. the

earthquake) and/or indirectly (i.e. migrants policies as well as housing

laws ). So this is why online as well as offline hate speech addressing this

kind of fears seem to be more appealing and strategically used by key

opinion leaders (i.e. the priest in Boissano) in order to spread a

nationalist spirit.
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• As online media as well as – facebook and readers’ forums, seem to

encourage reader-generated content, not moderated and/or not

immediately prosecutable, online hate speech increases and has a lasting

presence. A significant example of this comes from an online regional

media (Umbria 24), which, through an article, informed and (indirectly)

promoted the Coalition of Positive messengers training course to be held

in Perugia. Immediate negative reactions and direct hate attacks were

posted on the Umbria24 Facebook page by individual profiles who

seemed to be used in negatively comment this online media, representing

the left wing.

• Italian online space seems to be full of online hate speech, but due to the

limitations of our research, we cannot say if this is more than some other

European Union member states and, above all, the reasons behind it. We

can only point out to some hypothesis that might be tested in a further

research. What happened on Fb, during this summer 2017, provoking the

official strong reaction of Mrs Laura Boldrini (the President of the

Chamber of Deputies), who denounced the hate attacks she was victim of,

since her nomination, give us a clear picture of the severity of the hate

online speech in Italy.

• The Italian Government is currently very committed to prevent and fight

cyber bullying and online hate speech, having issued a specific law last

June 2017, which requires that all the school nominate a teacher

responsible of cyber bullying, able to support children and students in

denouncing and receiving the necessary help to do it.  It is also promoting

cooperation projects and interventions among the interested Ministries of

Education and Social Policies and the Department of Equality.
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